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Total flexibility in your comparative analysis and reporting

DAT is used alongside iCompare and provides
information and performance specialists, as
well as managers and clinicians, the ability to
interrogate the data by themselves. Giving
them total flexibility in comparative analysis
and reporting.

What is DAT?

Key risk-adjusted indicators for length of
stay (RALI) and mortality (RAMI and In-
hospital SHMI)
Tariff – to identify income against
activity 
Specialty and Treatment Function
Codes CCS groups, HRG groups, SHMI
groups and Charlson scores
Spell, FCE, or outpatient data available
for reporting

DAT includes:

Create a bespoke evidence base 
Interrogate and analyse activity data with total
flexibility, to inform one-off requirements,
specific projects and ongoing reporting needs.
Benchmark at any level 
Filter and run queries from an extensive range
of fields including HRG, condition, diagnosis
and procedure levels. Use pre-defined filters
and cluster groups already created within
iCompare for consistency, ease of use and to
save time. Select and change peer
comparisons from any acute trust included in
HES, including one to one comparisons. 

Why DAT?

To find out more, please email info@chks.co.uk

Run bespoke queries against the whole
database to inform one-off information
requirements or configure to automatically
produce regular reports, for strategic and
operational decision-making.

What does it do?

Automatically generate bespoke and
detailed reports: 

Define instant, one-off queries or configure
specific reports to run automatically at
whatever time period you choose. Receive
automatic alerts that queries are complete
and reports are ready for access
Run site patient-level, site summary or
comparative summary reports
Select spell FCE or outpatient reporting 
For spell reports select admitting,
discharging or PbR attribution 

Export the information with ease 
Quickly view outputs on-screen or export
information into csv to allow further
manipulation, distribution and 
for including into reports 
and presentations. 

Share information with colleagues 
Control access through password protection
or share information with colleagues across
the organisation to reduce repeat requests for
similar information.


